FLIGHTS BY NIGHT AND IN STORMS   125
in. We passed a D.H.ga just by Fellujah. This
turned out to be the A.V.M.'s aeroplane, and we received
a W/T message while in the air that we could return
to Hinaidi the following morning. So I wirelessed for
permission to return that night, as there was a nearly
full moon. At about 19.30 hrs. the approval came
through.
Ramadi to Hinaidi. My first cross-country at night.
I got Sergeant Pitt to put out some improvised flares,
and I wirelessed for flares at Hinaidi, and the lighthouse,
which we had just got going; or if not, rockets, It
was a beautiful night, and bright milky white moon-
light, "Valkyrie" looked a grey fleeting shadow close
to the little serai at Ramadi. I got in and tested a
Holt wing-tip flare, which burnt with a bright orange
light, and the smoke hung in heavy brown wreaths
against the blue night. I then tested the lights. When
I had run up the engines, I was waving the chocks1
away and suddenly felt a blow on the first finger of
my right hand! I had touched the starboard pro-
peller! How I did not lose my finger I simply cannot
inlagine. It was luck! The propeller must have just
grazed it.
1 Triangular chocks are _
are being run up and tested, to prevent
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I took off up the hill. The visibility was not good
low down, owing to the smoke hanging about from the
flare I had tested. But I soon mounted above it into
the moonlight and saw the winding shadowy rivers,
I steered by Arcturus (I believe), the star low in the
eastern horizon to which the three stars in Orion's Beft
point. I got my W/T working and, when over Feft^fa,
I saw a faint pinpoint of light glow like a s*ar m

